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Abstract

In this talk, we discuss the application of results of linear mixed
model (LMM) analysis for the purpose of experimental data manage-
ment.

Intensive production of data in many research domains requires that
the obtained results are efficiently processed and managed. As data
reuse is anticipated, especially in experimental life sciences, it becomes
increasingly important to share research datasets in public repositories.
The availability of comprehensive statistical data summaries can be
useful for efficient exploration of those data resources.

To improve data management practices, FAIR data principles [1]
have been proposed: scientific data should be findable, accessible, inter-
operable and reusable. Semantic web technologies [2] provide methods
to exchange data in a machine readable and interoperable way. The
application of public ontologies to classify individual pieces of informa-
tion allows to explicitly define their meaning and context, and to make
them available as Linked Data [3].

In the present work, we describe a semantic model for the statistical
analysis of datasets by linear mixed models [4]. We use ontologies, in
particular Statistics Ontology (STATO) [5] to annotate the conclusions
from the LMM analysis. We demonstrate the use of our approach
for automated processing of datasets obtained from plant phenotyping
experiments.
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